
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding Physical Health and Well-Being 

As responsible citizens we will: 

 Take part in group discussions 

 Succeed with challenges and celebrate these successes  

 Discuss how our bodies are amazing and identify ways to 

keep them safe and healthy 

 Recognise how being healthy helps us to feel happy 

As Athletes we will learn to: 

• Develop balance, agility and coordination  
• Perform dances using simple movement patterns  
• Construct a dance sequence using appropriate 

movements for different music  
• Understand the relationship between different 

moods/dance moves and music 

Scientific and Technological Understanding 

As Scientists we will: 

 Draw and label the basic parts of the human body and 

say which part of the body is associated with each 

sense 

 Explore the solar system and our place within it 

 Perform simple tests 

 Use observations and ideas to suggest answers to 

questions 

 Gather and record data to suggest answers to questions 

As Computer Scientists and Programmers we will: 

Use Scratch to: 

 Understand what algorithms are and how they are 

implemented 

 Create and debug simple programs  

 Use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple 

programs 

 Learn about and discuss keeping safe on the internet 

  

 

Human, Social and Environmental Understanding 

As responsible and thoughtful citizens we will: 

 Look at ceremonies from different religions which 

welcome babies, explore the concepts surrounding ‘new 

life’ for Easter  

 Explore belonging 

 Make an Easter card 

Understanding English, Communication and Language 

As Linguists we will: 

 Explore our new class book: ‘The Bear and The Piano’ 

 Discuss messages of belonging, friends and support 

within this book 

 Develop skills in fiction writing, learning the features of 

and writing; a retell, a letter and  a diary entry 

 Understand both the books we can already read and 

those we listen to by checking that the text makes sense 

to us, discussing the title and events and predicting and 

inferring, based on what we have read 

 Apply phonic knowledge and skills to our reading 

Continue to: 

 Improve our writing by using ‘Think it, say it, write it, 

check it’ 

 Punctuate sentences using a capital letter and full stop, 

exclamation mark or question mark and leave spaces 

between words 

 Form lower case letters and capital letters in the right 

direction 

 Read and practise common exception words 
 

 

Mathematical Understanding  

As Mathematicians we will: 

 Understand the concept of tens and ones   

 Add by counting on   

 Understand subtraction using the partitioning 

method  

 Explore addition and subtraction facts for number 

families within 20  

 Solve one step problems that involve addition and 

subtraction  

 Count to 50 forwards and backwards beginning with 

any number  

 Count, read and write numbers to 50   

 Identify one more and one less with numbers to 50   

 Compare and order numbers to 50  

 Count in multiples of twos, fives and tens  

 Measure, record, compare, describe and solve 

practical problems for lengths, heights, weights and 

volume  

 

Understanding The Arts and Design 

As Artists we will: 

 View the work of artists 

 Produce our own artwork inspired by The Bear and The 

Piano and the seasons 

 Explore a variety of techniques and materials 

As Design Technologists we will: 

• Use the basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to 

prepare dishes 

• Understand where food comes from 

As Performers we will: 

 Listen and respond to music  

 Use our voices expressively and creatively  

 Understand the relationship between rhythm and mood  

 Experiment with, create and combine sounds History 

As Historians we will: 

 Discuss changes within living memory as we 

celebrate 50 years of Pikemere  

 Discover the lives of significant explorers and space 

travellers such as Neil Armstrong and Tim Peake 

 Explore how people in the past navigated by the 

stars and learn how to find star collections like The 

Bear and The Plough 
 

Geography 

As Geographers we will: 

Continue to: 

 Familiarise ourselves with the school environment and 

the grounds 

 Use simple compass directions and directional language 

to plan a route and make a map of our location 

 Use maps, globes, atlases and aerial photographs 

 Develop our fieldwork and observational skills, such as 

sketching, labelling, measuring and interpreting 

information 
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